E-SIP: Website-Based Scheduling Information System to Increase the Effectivity of Lecturer’s Performance and Learning Process
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ABSTRACT

The development of internet and information technology made a system to the practical, effective, and efficient. One of the impacts is ease to make scheduling information system in university. This research is research and development (R&D) models which have aim to develop the website-based scheduling information system to increase the effectiveness of lecturer’s performance and learning process in IAIN Tulungagung. E-SIP program develop by using software development life cycle in term of waterfall model. Waterfall model was selected because it was easy and efficient. This system development consisted of system need analysis, system design, implementation, testing, dissemination, and maintenance. Data collecting system using literature review, field study, and interview. Furthermore, data also collected from questionnaire scores of E-SIP validations conducted by the validator and respondents, in terms of admins. After doing some development phase and trial, the E-SIP was developed and ready to use to make scheduling process in IAIN Tulungagung. E-SIP possibly runs with using any browser supporting the java-script system. The development result of E-SIP is in terms of login page for users in three levels. The first level is Super Admin which is responsible to input all databases needed for E-SIP. The second level is Department Admin, which is responsible to arrange the individual schedule of departments. The third level is Faculty Admin, which only able to see the schedule arranged by Department Admin. The similarity of all levels is to print and see the schedule. The advantage of E-SIP is that the scheduling system is able to be controlled by online and performed simultaneously at one time as well as to check overlapping or nonautomatic schedules in the website. Besides, the disadvantage happens when there is a bug or an error resulting in that the system does not function properly and needs to be immediately resolved.

1. INTRODUCTION

An educational system is supposed to be implemented effectively and efficiently if all education elements are managed, arranged, and synergized. Some points considered as criteria of the effective and efficient system are a synergy between higher authority policies, learning systems, and learning processes conducted by educational agents [1]. Formal learning in higher education is provided by a system integrated to facilities including adequate classrooms, learning media, and learning sources. These contribute to creating effective learning processes. The role of lecturers as functional agents who are responsible to conduct learning processes is crucial. They need to have integrity and discipline in conducting their duties [2]. Besides, a course scheduling system is also fundamental in learning processes. The scheduling system is an activity conducted to plot schedule and classroom in each course [3]. It is used to manage the learning process effectively and avoid overlapping schedules between courses. Moreover, there are some important aspects to be paid attention while making a scheduling system including the availability of classrooms, lecturers, number of credits, and number of students [4]. These aspects are compulsorily concerned by stakeholders before plotting the schedule at the beginning of the semester.

In the process of arranging a schedule, there are some steps conducted. First, an officer who is responsible to arrange a schedule coordinates with heads of department and Vice Dean for Academic to determine subjects, number of classes, number of credits, and lecturers in the related semester. Second, the officer considers the availability of facilities and classrooms. The more number of rooms usually makes the officer easy to arrange the schedule because there are many options to place schedule components such as days, hours, rooms, lecturers, subjects, number of credits, and participants [5]. Third, the officer arranges and divides the schedule by considering effective hours in each day. Effective time management in learning also concerns to avoid the accumulation of hours or classes beyond effective hours. Fourth, a tool used also affects the officer’s performance in arranging the schedule. It includes a manual tool such as paper, or desktop or website-based computer application.

Arranging course schedules is a routine activity conducted by higher education management [6]. At the beginning of the
semester, the manager of departments or faculties is in collaboration to arrange a fast, accurate, and efficient course schedule. Fast means that the course scheduling process is no need for a long time, the schedule finishes on time before the deadline. Accurate means that the level of accuracy is high, there is no overlapping schedules, and there is the availability to check the requirement of minimum and maximum teaching workload. Efficient means that the schedule is beneficial according to the needs.

Faculty of Education and Teachers’ Training (FTIK), Institut Agama Islam Negeri (IAIN) Tulungagung is one of the biggest faculties, consisting of 12 departments and approximately 10,000 students. The number of departments and students indirectly affects the course scheduling process. Some difficulties and constraints occasionally occur due to overlapping schedules, credits, and lecturers in the course scheduling process. The existence of the Academic Information System (SIAKAD) in terms of SIAKAD version 1, version 2, and version 3, at the institution level still fails to detect overlapping schedules inputted by departments. This condition still happens until now. This system used a computer-based application namely Microsoft Office Access. It seems manual and is unable to detect overlapping schedules, check minimum and maximum limit of teaching workload [7]. Besides, the limitation of personnel and officers who arrange the schedule also obstructs the course scheduling process. Moreover, it is occasionally needed accomplishment from the Vice Dean for Academic.

With the development of technology and information, some sophisticated tools are recognized. The application existing in the computer is available to be used by 1 person or more. Besides, computer applications are also used to communicate data between computers in rooms, buildings, cities, or even counties. Communication between computers is now known as the internet or interconnection network. By this development, developing applications to deal with course scheduling is crucial [8]. The application developed is possibly used both individually and collectively to decrease workload relatively taking a toll on energy and mind.

Currently, there are many developed scheduling applications. These applications include desktop and website-based applications. Dekstop-based scheduling application is an individual application. It is no need for an internet connection and limited to a certain operating system [9]. Website-based scheduling application is an application requiring a browser and internet connection. Each application has both strengths and weaknesses. Moreover, an online academic information system application was developed by Nurelasari [10] by including the course scheduling menu and integrated into website-based. By this application, civitas academics could access the schedule online without limitation of space and time. Besides, it also provided user safety, help to determine the distribution of certain courses, and help students in programming courses through the internet. It was also able to check the overlapping schedule with reference to scheduling elements.

Another course scheduling information system was developed by Ikbal and Mauludin [11]. This system possibly 1) made a limitation of time in collecting teaching availability occasionally obstructing the scheduling process, 2) organized, checked, and verified teaching availability as well as determined days, sessions, locals, and classes to each available hour; 3) counted and knew the number of credits fulfilled by lecturers; 4) decreased paper usage; 5) minimized human error; 6) made the schedule arranged fast.

Furthermore, a desktop-based application for course scheduling system developed by Rizan [12]. It helped the academic unit to arrange course scheduling, create a fast, accurate, and efficient report, and improve the officer’s performance. However, its usage is still limited and needs installation. In contrast, a scheduling information system using the Genetic Algorithm also developed by Hussein and Hasoon [13]. It was able to automatically disorder the schedule based on its parameters. Genetic Algorithm was able to optimize the course scheduling process. On one hand, this application is able to easily disorder and arrange schedule automatically but tend to consume a long process to disorder when the parameters are a lot. Likewise, Noviasari et al. [14] applied Round Robin Algorithm System on a course scheduling system by conducting a case study in Universitas Multimedia Nusantara.

The scheduling system using software and application has been widely applied in the entire world. It is because of the need for an efficient, practical, and economical system that can arrange a fast and appropriate schedule. A learning system with a practical method developed by Abdullah et al. [15] using welch powell graph coloring algorithm to simplify course scheduling in Universitas Malikussaleh. Besides, a scheduling system using a cloud manufacturing method developed by Zhou et al. [16]. It is possibly used manually and automatically with the system. Besides, a scheduling system is also inseparable from time management or course effective hours. Hence, Shioura et al. [17] attempted to integrate the time controlling process in a scheduling system to be more effective.

Based on previous studies, the study assumes that the information system based on the desktop still needs installation in each computer, is only appropriate for a certain operation system, and unable to be used collaboratively. Besides, the information system based on the website is more flexible. It is no need installation and only using a browser and internet connection, it is able to be operated. Additionally, there is no limitation of space and time to operate this system. It is also possibly operated simultaneously while arranging a course schedule.

The information system for scheduling, both desktop, and website-based, has been able to solve the problem in arranging a course schedule which is time-consuming, complicated, and energy-consuming [18]. This schedule has been able to check overlapping schedule components and know the number of credits fulfilled by lecturers according to their status, but still failed to determine the minimum and maximum limitation of teaching workload according to lecturers’ status and position. Hence, this study introduced an information system for website-based electronic scheduling or abbreviated as E-SIP. It is considered to be fast, accurate, efficient, and able to determine the minimum and maximum limitation of teaching workload based on lecturer status and position.

2. Method

This study was developmental research. A Scheduling Information System Application or E-SIP was developed using the software development life cycle model, in terms of waterfall. Waterfall was selected because it was easy and efficient. The steps of this study started with the process of collecting the data in terms of library research, field study
using interview and observation, and a set of literature study. After that, the process of developing E-SIP system was conducted with reference to the data obtained in the initial study. This system development consisted of System Need Analysis, System Design, Implementation, Testing, Dissemination, and Maintenance [19]. It is drawn in the following Figure 1.

This study needed data and information concerning sources to develop the scheduling system. Sources were obtained from valid and credible references that later supported the discussion. Data collection technique used literature review, field study, and interview. The literature review was to study related theories and results of previous studies supporting the completion of scheduling system development. The study used sources from books, articles, and similar studies. Systematic literature review (SLR) aims to contribute to the deconstruction of these and other myths that have emerged around e-learning, by approaching the research conducted in this regard in the last decade. This allowed for identifying the main study themes and research lines that provide scientific knowledge about the present and future of this educational technology [20, 21]. The field study was to get information directly related to the data characteristic and existing policies in the location. It was conducted in the Faculty of Education and Teachers’ Training (FTIK), IAIN Tulungagung, to get the information about how the system was used and problems occurred while the course scheduling process. The data was then analyzed to know if the system was able to be developed in making the scheduling process easier, faster, more accurate, and more efficient. Besides, the interview was carried out to people in connection to the course scheduling process, such as education personnel, department managers, and vice of dean for academics.

Figure 1. Developmental model of website-based scheduling information system

Figure 2. Scheduling information system flowchart
The Scheduling information system consisted of three main parts, including initial display, schedule input display, and result display. The following Figure 2 reflected the flowchart, interface display design, and distribution design of developed system.

The E-SIP application was then analyzed to know its errors and weaknesses. Testing E-SIP was conducted in two steps, including expert and field tests. The expert test was conducted to get the validity of the product from a validator. The validator is one of the programming experts from IAIN Tulungagung. Meanwhile, the field test on the testing subject was to know the feasibility of the system made. The testing subject consisted of programming experts and target users. They were 3 department admins since it involved three departments.

The data used qualitative and quantitative data. The quantitative data were obtained from questionnaire scores of E-SIP validation conducted by the validator and respondents, in terms of admins. Besides, qualitative data were critics and suggestions given by the validator and respondents.

The instrument was a close questionnaire. The score obtained dealt with Likert scale on positives question with the score range of 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 (Table 1) [22].

Data analysis technique was percentage analysis to process the data of expert and field tests. The formula was based on Arikunto [23], as follows.

a) Formula for processing a single datum per question

\[ P = \frac{x}{\sum x_i} \times 100\% \]

Note:
- \( P \) = Percentage
- \( x \) = Respondents’ answers for a question
- \( x_i \) = Minimum answers from total number of questions.

b) Formula to process the whole data

\[ P = \frac{\sum x}{\sum x_i} \times 100\% \]

Note:
- \( P \) = Percentage
- \( \sum x \) = Total number of respondent’s answers for a question
- \( \sum x_i \) = Total number of maximum answers from total number of questions

The result of calculation and analysis of data related feasibility program e-sip then measured the percentage its feasibility. Indicators feasibility of program e-sip can be seen in Table 2.

Table 2. Feasibility level criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Feasibility Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76-100</td>
<td>Feasible</td>
<td>Feasible / No need revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-70</td>
<td>Feasible Enough</td>
<td>Feasible enough / No need revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-50</td>
<td>Less Feasible</td>
<td>Less feasible / Need some revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;26</td>
<td>Unfeasible</td>
<td>Unfeasible / Total revision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Description of E-SIP

The scheduling information system or E-SIP is an information system developed to check the course scheduling system if it is overlapping or not. In general, E-SIP is still unable to make the course schedule automatically by inputting some constraints. In particular, the researcher believes that E-SIP is able to decrease scheduling problems related to overlapping schedules. A part of the E-SIP display is developed by HTML, CSS, AJAX, and Bootstrap. Besides, it uses the MySQL database. Meanwhile, the database and E-SIP display are connected by PHP. E-SIP is operated using a local server to do testing with the XAMPP application. It is also able to be operated using hosting and a particular domain.

One of the great benefits of scheduling lecturer’s subjects is that the Chair of the Study Program in scheduling the subjects of the regular lecturers and extraordinary lecturers can quickly and accurately [24]. The need to create a scheduling system for lecturer subjects to support the smoothness of lectures so that it can make it easier for the Chair of the Study Program and students as well as other parties concerned [25].

Figure 3. Login page

The initial page of E-SIP is a login page for users, divided into three levels. The first level is Super Admin, to input all databases needed for E-SIP. The second level is Department Admin, to make an independent schedule of departments and input it into the E-SIP to be included in the checking process on overlapping schedules. The third level is the Faculty Admin. This level is only able to see scheduling results made by department admins. The similarity of all levels is the ability to print and see the schedule made. The login page display can be seen in Figure 3.
3.2 E-SIP Display

E-SIP has some main parts in terms of displays. At the design stage, the system / interface starts with the phases, including; the design of the login page, dashboard page in Figure 4; lecturer page in Figure 5; course page display in Figure 6; classroom page display in Figure 7; course distribution page display in Figure 8; course scheduling page display in Figure 9; and course recapitulation page in Figure 10. These parts are in the following.

![Figure 4. Dashboard page](image)

![Figure 5. Lecturer page](image)

![Figure 6. Course page](image)

![Figure 7. Classroom page](image)

3.3 Data display and data analysis

The data obtained as validated by the programming expert and field test with the subject of department admins. The explanation is in the followings.

3.3.1 Data and analysis of validation results

The data and analysis results obtained from the programming expert namely Galandaru Swalaganata, M.Si who is a lecturer of Mathematic Education in IAIN Tulungagung. The validation result from Mr. Galandaru Swalaganata, M.Si. represented in the Table 3. Also the critics and suggestion from the validator of Media expert shown in Table 4.

Based on the data obtained as validated by the programming expert, the data analysis of each aspect is in the followings.

**Application.** The indicators of application aspect include if the application is easy to be installed in the computer. Furthermore, the other factors are application is not easy to stop, the application is easy to use, the buttons are as expected, and there is no delay while opening the application or in the transition from one task to another [26]. The programming expert gives the score orderly of 5, 5, 4, 3, 5, 5 or 90%, which is categorized as valid.
The design, better display indicators, and usage that is easy to understand. The programming expert gives the score orderly of 4, 5, 4, 5 or 88%, reflected as valid.

### 3.3.2 Data and analysis of field test validity result

The questionnaire of field test is obtained from testing subject as much as 3 personnel of department admins in the Faculty of Education and Teachers’ Training, IAIN Tulungagung. The data are drawn in the following Table 5 and 6.

Based on Table 5, it is concluded that the score of field test on three admins is obtained as much as 167 out of 180 or 92.7%. Thus, E-SIP is categorized as valid. Furthermore, critics and suggestion from users in field test can be seen in Table 6.

### 3.4 E-SIP revision

Regarding the validation results and field test, E-SIP is considered feasible to be used. There are some critics and suggestions related to E-SIP with reference to the programming expert and field test. As a consequence, the

---

**Table 3. Validation results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Assessment Aspects</th>
<th>Maximum Score</th>
<th>Validation Score</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>E-SIP application is easy to be installed.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>E-SIP application is not easy to be down/stop while being used.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>E-SIP application is not complicated to be used.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Each button in E-SIP application gives the right output.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>There is no too long delay while running the application.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Screen movement on the application is smooth or there no lag.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4. Critics and suggestions from programming expert**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Critics and Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fill the dashboard with the interesting information (for example, number of lecturers, courses, and so forth).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fix the display of course recap. It can be ordered based on lecturers’ names.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Give clear guidelines for users, admins, and super admins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>It is better if the data are able to be exported to Ms. Excel or PDF.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Graphic**. The indicators of graphic aspect include the use of font, layout design, layout setting, color display, image display, not overlapping font and background, and interesting application icons. He gave the score orderly of 5, 4, 5, 5, 4, 4 or 91.43%, referring to valid application.

**Feasibility**. The content feasibility indicators include words used, data displayed, codes made, illustrations, punctuations, symbols, and language used. The programming expert gives the score orderly of 4, 5, 4, 5, 4 or 88%, reflected as valid.

### Table 5. Field test result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Assessment Aspects</th>
<th>Maximum Score</th>
<th>Validation Score</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Color display used in E-SIP is clear and appropriate.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>93.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Image display used in E-SIP supports words/terms searched.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>86.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Transition containing in E-SIP is interesting.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Display design of each page of E-SIP is interesting.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>93.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Button design in E-SIP is interesting.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>93.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Button in E-SIP is easy to use.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>93.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Font used in E-SIP is clear and appropriate.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>86.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>E-SIP application is not complicated to use.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>86.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Font and background are not overlapping.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>86.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Language use in words/terms is easy to understand.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>93.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>This application is able to check whether course schedule is overlapping.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Color display used in E-SIP is clear and appropriate.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>180</strong></td>
<td><strong>167</strong></td>
<td><strong>92.7</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6. Critics and suggestions from users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Critics and Suggestion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Home display for admin is less interesting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Give the guideline of using the application.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
minor revisions are required.

3.4.1 Revision based on programming expert

The critics and suggestions from the programming expert are brought into the revision. The revisions of each critic and suggestion are the followings.

➢ Fill the dashboard with the interesting information. This revision has been conducted as shown in Figure 11 (before the revision) and Figure 12 (after the revision).

➢ Fix the display of course recap. This revision has been conducted as suggested by the expert. The course recap is order based on lecturers’ names. The display before the revision is shown in Figure 13 while the display after the revision is drawn in Figure 14.

➢ Give clear guidelines for users, admins, and super admins. The displays after the revision are represented in Figures 15, 16, and 17.

➢ It is good if the data are able to be exported to Ms. Excel. The display after the revision is reflected in Figure 18.

3.4.2 Revision based on field test

Based on field test result, E-SIP gets some critics and
suggestions. Hence, the study revise E-SIP as the followings.

➢ The admins claimed that home display for admin is less interesting. This critic has been executed as reflected in Figure 11 (before the revision) and Figure 12 (after the revision).
➢ The admins suggested to give user guidelines. This suggestion has been conducted as reflected in Figure 15 (before the revision) and Figure 17 (after the revision).

4. CONCLUSION

E-SIP or Electronic Scheduling Information System developed through the developmental steps of the waterfall model is an information system with the ability to check overlapping schedule well and accurately. Besides, it also able to do basic functions of the information system including inputting, editing, deleting, and displaying the data as the developer’s intention. Moreover, it is able to export the schedule into Ms. Excel.

E-SIP possibly runs with using any browser supporting the json-script system. The development result of E-SIP is in terms of login page for users in three levels. The first level is Super Admin. This level is responsible to input all databases needed for E-SIP. The second level is Department Admin. This level is responsible to arrange the individual schedule of departments as well as input it into the system so the super admin is able to check the overlapping schedules. The third level is Faculty Admin. This level is only able to see the schedule arranged by Department Admin. The similarity of all levels is to print and see the schedule.

E-SIP has been validated by the programming expert and passed field test on three department’s admins. The result shows that E-SIP gets 90% score from the programming expert. In consequence, E-SIP is considered valid and feasible to use. Besides, field test shows 92.7% score, indicating that E-SIP is valid and feasible to use.
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